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Abstract
In this paper we present a sensitivity analysis of a mathematical model of the cardiovascular control system which includes sufficient structure and complexity to allow

for examining various ways in which control mechanisms can interact to respond to
various cardiovascular stresses. The model includes 10 vascular compartments and
baroreflex controls to alter resistance, unstressed volume, and heart rate. The total potential number of parameters is 86. The complexity of the model allows for
the representation of a variety of modes and sites for control response implementation. However, the number of parameters renders the validation with accessible data
problematic.
Utilizing a sensitivity identifiability approach which we refer to as subset selection,
we consider which parameters are mostly likely identifiable given various potential
sources of data on the state of the system and various testing protocols. With this
information, model reduction can be considered and new experimental tests designed
to allow for study of the control response patterns.
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1. Introduction
Hypovolemia is the state of significantly reduced blood volume. Reduction in blood
volume leads to a drop in stroke volume which results in a decreased arterial blood
pressure thus creating a challenge to the cardiovascular control system (CVCS).
Hypovolemia can be induced by many causes:
• Traumatic hemorrhage causes a sudden loss of blood volume that can result
in significant loss of blood pressure. Hemorrhage is one of the major causes of
death in trauma center admission (mostly within the first 48 hours) Kauvar and
Wade (2005) and cardiovascular control responses need to be supplemented by
transfusion to replace body fluids. If blood pressure is not properly supported,
the cardiovascular system (CVS) may fall into a vicious and eventually irreversible circle of negative reactions leading to tissue damage and death Fink
et al. (2006).
• A dialysis treatment session includes reduction in accumulated excess body
fluid and this procedure can trigger a drop in blood pressure so severe that the
abrupt termination of the dialysis session becomes necessary (see Cavalcanti
and Di Marco (1999)).
• Orthostatic stress refers to the influence of gravity on the circulatory system
when the body is in upright position compared to the supine position. Gravitational forces cause a pooling of blood in the lower limbs which represents a
hypovolemic challenge and which can result (if not compensated for) in reduced
dynamic blood volume, leading to dizziness and syncope.
• Two clinical tests used to examine the impact of orthostatic stress are the headup-tilt (HUT) test and the lower-body-negative-pressure (LBNP) test. Figure
1 (from Fink et al. (2004)) illustrates the HUT-test: by tilting the patient
the effects of gravitation on the CVS can be studied. During an LBNP test
the atmospheric pressure around the lower body is gradually decreased which
increases the transmural pressure difference. This results in the stretching of
vascular (especially venous) elements which results in blood being drawn to the
legs and the lower abdominal area. The cardiovascular effects of these tests are
similar but not identical (Goswami et al. (2008)).
The model described in this paper includes physiological details of the cardiovascular
system that are most relevant for studying hypovolemia at the system level and thus
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can be applied to examine theoretical interactions of various systems and control
mechanisms that seek to stabilize the CVS during the the hypovolemic challenges
discussion above. To consider application to individuals the parameter estimation
problem must be confronted and this paper focuses on the application of methods of
sensitivity identifiability to analyze model characteristics from the parameter identification perspective.

Figure 1: HUT diagram

1.1. Cardiovascular System Overview
The CVS consists of the heart, the blood and various blood vessels. It is a closedloop vascular system which can be divided into two loops or circuits: the pulmonary
circuit and the systemic circuit. Systemic arteries transfer oxygenated and nutrientrich blood pumped via the left heart to the the capillaries which interface with the
local tissue intercellular fluid exchanging oxygen and nutrients for carbon dioxide
and metabolic waste byproducts. Systemic veins bring the deoxygenated blood back
to the right heart which pumps it via the pulmonary arteries to pulmonary capillaries
which surround the alveoli (small air sacs in the lungs). At this capillary-alveolar
interface blood gases are exchanged with air in the alveoli resulting in the blood
being re-oxygenated and with reduced carbon dioxide. This blood is returned to the
left heart via the pulmonary veins and the loop is closed, see Figure 2.
1.2. Cardiovascular Controls
The principal goal of the CVS is to supply the body with O2 as well as nutrients
such as glucose, and to remove CO2 and metabolic waste products. To achieve
this aim it is critical to maintain sufficient blood flow. Blood pressure needs to be
4

Figure 2: Organizational diagram for the model of the cardiovascular system. The aortic compartment is not shown.
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tightly controlled to maintain proper gradients as blood travels down the vascular
tree. Blood pressure is maintained via various feedback loops which act at different
time scales referred to as short-term, mid-term and long-term control loops. The
mechanisms of short term regulation which we will focus on in this model, act within
a few seconds (for instance after a change in positions from sitting to standing). The
most prominent control loop (and a key focus of this report) is the baroreflex control
loop. Systemic baroreceptors are pressure (stretch) sensors located in the aortic arch
and carotid sinuses, which register changes in the high-pressure systemic arterial side
of the system. The cardiopulmonary baroreceptors include stretch receptors located
in the veno-atrial junctions, the atria, and the pulmonary circulation (registering
changes in the lower pressure levels found in the systemic venous and pulmonary
subcircuits). See Figure 3 for an illustration of the locations of these receptors.
These receptors send information to the neural control center in the brain which
translates this information into a combination of control responses. This detection
and response cycle represents a negative feedback control loop. Control responses
are mediated via sympathetic and parasympathetic pathways of the autonomic nerve
system. Both parasympathetic and sympathetic pathways alter heart rate H, while
sympathetic pathways also influence heart tissue contractility S, total peripheral
resistance Rs and venous vascular capacitance (see Section 1.3). Note that cardiac
output Q is determined by H and stroke volume Vstr (blood pumped in one beat) with
stroke volume in turn influenced by heart filling pressures and heart muscle contractility S (with heart rate and contractility further connected by the Bowditch effect).
Both heart rate and contractility thus are influenced by the baroreflex. The baroreflex
negative feedback loop represents a global control since sensory information reflects
changes representative of the whole system and induce broadly distributed responses
rather than targeted local responses responding to local changes.
In addition to these controls based on pressure sensors (baroreceptors), there are
chemoreceptors in the carotid and aortic bodies which respond to changes in the level
of CO2 and O2 determined by changes in the blood perfusion of these bodies. These
sensors also take part in a negative feedback loop that globally influences several aspects of cardiovascular behavior. However, these mechanisms are primarily activated
by a significant drop in O2 or increase in CO2 and since these conditions are not modeled here, this loop is omitted. Moreover, tissue fluids can be transferred into and
out of the blood vasculature which changes blood fluid volume (auto-transfusion).
Finally, it should be stressed that beyond these globally operating controls, local
mechanisms also act to smooth pressure alterations and local metabolically activated
constriction and dilation influence local resistance and blood flow to match metabolic
6

demand. This can result in effects counteracting the global controls.
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Figure 3: Locations of baroreceptors

1.3. Compliance and Capacitance
It is estimated that 65% of blood volume is located in the veins and venules. Most
of this volume represents unstressed volume which is the volume which fills the veins
without stretching the vascular walls. Any additional blood volume will generate
pressure on the vascular walls, stretching them to accommodate this extra volume.
This extra volume is referred to as stressed volume and this volume determines the
vascular pressure that determines dynamic blood flow. Arterial vasculature also
can be divided into stressed and unstressed volume. The unstressed volume of the
venous system represents a large reservoir of blood which can be shifted into other
regions of the body or used to increase the stressed component (unstressed volume
recruitment).
The relation between stressed volume Vs and unstressed volume Vu is depicted in a
simplified form in Figure 4. As can be seen in this figure, Vu is represented as a shift
of the linear (first approximation) pressure-volume curve which relates the volume
that can be added by stretching the vascular wall by a given pressure. Thus, as
7

volume rises above Vu , pressure is applied to the vascular wall which stretches the
wall, generating the stressed volume Vs component of the total volume. Compliance
c is the derivative the pressure-volume curve and capacitance is the total ability to
encompass a blood volume at a given pressure. Thus, total volume in a vascular
vessel can be described as
(1)

Vtotal = Vs + Vu = cP + Vu

In fact compliance is a function of pressure so that c = c(P ). We will assume
compliance is constant and thus cP denotes the assumption that the pressure-volume
relation is linear. Capacitance can be altered by sympathetic action that changes
compliance c (slope of pressure-volume curve) as well as Vu (axis shift of this curve).
P

c
c

Pc
P
c

V

Vu

V

Figure 4: capacitance and compliance

1.4. Baroreflex Control Interactions
The informational output of the baroreceptors, reflecting variations in the level of
various blood pressures, is analyzed by the autonomic nervous system’s control center
which responds by activating or reducing one or more regulatory mechanisms to
maintain a constant blood pressure. Clearly the signals from the various receptor sites
reflect different features of the state of the system and provide differential knowledge
about the dynamical changes in the system. However, it is not clear how information
from the various sensory sites is integrated into a set of responses. It is not even
completely clear if the stream of information is consistently interpreted or whether
8

various elements of the information stream conflict or produce less than efficient
responses. It does appear that there is at least some differentiation in the feedback
pathways activated by the two sets of baroreceptors. The cardiopulmonary and
carotid-aortic baroreflex interaction is still under active investigation Barbieri et al.
(2002) and many key questions are still unresolved Brown et al. (2003); Pawelczyk
and Raven (1989); Hughson et al. (2004); Levick (2003). A quantitative model such
as described here, that captures the main features of the CVS system could be
used to study potential modes of control interactions and perhaps shed light on the
underlying physiology.
2. Organization of the model
In what follows, P represents the pressure and V the volume of a compartment, while
F represent the flow between vascular compartments and R represents resistance to
flow. Compartments are depicted in Figure 2. Subscripts are used to reference these
compartments in a straight forward way using the symbols “as”, “per”, “up", “ren",
“spl", “leg", “avc”, “vc", “ap", and “vp". For example, “ren" refers to the renal
compartment, “as” refers to the aorta or arterial systemic compartment, and “avc”
refers to the abdominal vena cava. All symbols are defined in tables in the Appendix.
Mass balance equations
Let the volume of a vascular compartment of the model be given by (see Equation
(1))
Vcomp = cPcomp + Vu,comp + cPbias ,
where cPcomp is stressed volume, Vu,comp unstressed volume and cPbias any addition or
loss of volume from stress (orthostatic, positive or negative pressure). Pbias reflects
transmural pressure here viewed as inside minus outside pressure so that a positive
Pbias term represents a negative outside pressure (increasing the compartment volume). Similarly, a negative term represents increased outside pressure and reduced
vascular volume.
Taking Pbias as negative for example, then the standard form of a compartment
equation is a mass balance relation given by
c

dPcomp
dc
dPbias dVu,comp
= Fin − Fout − (Pcomp − Pbias ) + c
−
,
dt
dt
dt
dt
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where “comp” stands for compartment which can be “as”, “per”, "up", "ren", "spl",
"leg", "vc", "vp" and "avc”.
This equation describes the change in stressed volume dPcomp /dt in terms of blood
volume shift with unstressed volume and additions or loss to the compartment. Here
Fin represents the natural circulating blood flow into the compartment and Fout the
natural circulating flow out of the compartment. Hemorrhage can also be included
in this relation.
Resistances
Resistances are calculated according to laws for series and parallel resistances. Thus
considering the lower body to consist of the legs, renal, and splanchnic compartments,
lower body resistance is given by
Rlower = 

1
1
Rren

+

1
Rspl

+

1
Rleg



(2)

Note that the overall resistance Rs is computed respecting local metabolic demand.
That means: if the local flow decreases below a given critical minimum flow, the
inflow resistance Rcomp,in in the compartment "comp" (comp = per, up, ren, spl, leg)
is kept constant even if the global Rs -control tries to raise local resistance. This fact
is described by the following equation:
d 0comp,in + κcomp ∆Rs , Ccomp R0comp,in ),
Rcomp,in = min(R

(3)

where κcomp defines the proportion of the overall change in resistance ∆Rs (due to
control response) distributed to that compartment. Here, Ccomp is a parameter that
defines the maximum sustainable increase in local resistance and R0comp,in describes
the initial inflow-resistance in the compartment.
Note also

d p) := 0.5(s + p) − 0.5 (p − s)2 + 0.01 1/2
min(s,

is used to smooth the minimum function.
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2.1. Controls
Changes in the system is accomplished by variation in heart rate H, systemic resistance Rs , unstressed volume Vu , and possibly contractility S, the latter not directly
considered here. Furthermore, for the initial analysis we describe the baroreflex control of H, Rs , and venous capacitance via unstressed volume Vu as being responsive
to that pressure which literature indicates is the primary determiner of the response.
Hence we consider activation of H and Rs via the arterial baroreflex loop and Vu via
the cardiopulmonary baroreflex. Interaction of controls is discussed in Section 5.2
and Section 5.9. Assumptions of the model include:
• Initial resting steady state Vu (0) is assumed to be about 60% of the total
blood volume. This Vu (0) is distributed to the various vascular compartments
according to reasonable estimates from the literature.
• Initial resting steady state Rs (0) must be estimated and the distribution among
compartments also estimated from general physiological knowledge.
• Initial resting steady state H(0) can be measured.
The control equations define changes in H, Rs and Vu . Note that changes in Rs
andVu must be partitioned among only those compartments that have responsive
components of these quantities. This partition is accomplished using the κcomp parameters.
2.1.1. Control distribution
As mentioned above, the baroreflex elements generate a change in control H, ∆Rs ,
and V u. The partition of the latter two control changes is based on the parameters
κcomp , and for resistance also Ccomp is involved.
For resistances
As illustrated in Eq. (3), the κ parameters simply proportion ∆Rs among the compartments. Note that ∆Rs is a variable representing sympathetic drive to change
Rs by some amount. Changes in ∆Rs are distributed to the various compartments
(the κ values add to one, the negative for one compartment is a technicality for
convenience in simulating neck suction).
The parameter values for resistances are given in Table 21. In principle ∆Rs could
grow very high but changes locally will be constrained by autoregulation through
the Ccomp parameters.
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For unstressed volumes
A similar partition is implemented for ∆Vu . Unstressed volume is distributed among
several compartments but changes are assumed to be implemented only in certain
compartments. See the basic model equations in the Appendix for locations where
Vu is included. From Table 22 it is clear that changes in Vu are assumed to occur
only in the renal and splanchnic compartments where κcomp is not zero. We don’t
consider parameters of the form Ccomp because Vu is constrained globally.
For H
H only enters one equation at one place so no division is necessary.
2.1.2. Control equations
The controls are defined in terms of set point functions similar to the approach
given in Ottesen (2000); Olufsen et al. (2005). The control response for heart rate,
resistance, or unstressed volume are modeled using a first order differential equation
of the form
−x(t) + xctr (P̄ )
dx(t)
=
,
(4)
dt
τ
where x(t) is the control, P̄ is the current pressure, τ is a time constant that characterizes the time it takes for the control variable to obtain its full effect. The expression
xctr is the set-point function. It reflects the observed baroreflex characteristic of a
decreasing sigmoidal relation of control variable (heart rate or resistance) in response
to level of blood pressure. The structure of the sigmoidal set-point function xctr is
given by
αxβ
xctr = (xmax − xmin ) β P
+ xmin ,
αxP + P̄ β
where xmin and xmax are the minimum and maximum values for the controlled parameter x, respectively. The quantity αxP can be either instantaneous or mean arterial
pressure at which we have observed a given steady state value of the control x, taking
a resting nominal state so that increases and decreases in the control are referenced
from a midpoint in the control level. Also, β helps to determine the steepness of the
sigmoid and hence is connected to the characteristic gain. In this formulation then,
we can vary the speed of the control effect via τ and gain via β. We use instantaneous
pressures for now but could add mean values. Note also that the final system steady
state need not be exactly P̂ .
A similar formulation is used for Pvc and Vu as given in the Appendix with Vu increasing with increasing Pvc . The above models do not include the fact that baroreflex
12

firing is responsive to changes in mean pressure and the rate of change in mean
pressure.
2.2. Model structure
The model consists of a system of ordinary differential equations. For detailed discussion on the derivation of the elements of the model see for instance Peskin (1981),
Kappel and Peer (1993), Fink et al. (2006) or Heldt et al. (2002). The basic mathematical considerations are given in this section. The complete model can be found
in the Appendix. The model can be (partially) motivated by the organizational diagram 2. In this diagram the main vascular regions are given. Note that, except for
the aorta-arterial and pulmonary-arterial compartments, all vascular compartments
are venous compartments. The model consists of the following main components:
• 10 vascular compartments are defined with compartmental states given by compartment pressures and tracked by differential equations reflecting mass balance
exchange of blood volume as given in Section A.1.
• Resistances, together with pressure differences, regulate flow between compartments as defined by auxiliary equations which mimics Ohm’s law.
• Heart contractility is varied dependent on heart rate H based on an implementation of the Bowditch effect as described via equations (A-10) to (A-13)
with the relation of contractility to cardiac output given in Section A.4 following the implementation in Kappel and Peer (1993). Sympathetic influence on
contractility is implicitly reflected in this formulation.
• An interstitial submodel which tracks fluid exchange between the interstitium,
lymph flow, and blood plasma is given in appendix Section A.5 with details as
presented in Fink et al. (2006). Also given in this section are the relations for
modeling a hemorrhage.
• The model as currently implemented is non-pulsatile with mean cardiac output
calculated from heart rate and stroke volume relations. Relations between
preload, afterload, and stroke volume are implemented as described in Section
A.4 based on the formulation in Kappel and Peer (1993). Note that Q depends
on heart rate H and a second factor which determines the stroke volume.
• Total systemic resistance reflects the net resistance presented to the system due
to a number of parallel flow circuits. Furthermore, resistance is variable due to
13

autonomic influences on the degree of vasoconstriction. This vasoconstriction
is limited by minimal requirements for blood flow needed to satisfy metabolic
demands.
• The controls which depend on the information derived from sensory sites alter
heart rate H, systemic resistance Rs , and unstressed volume Vu as described
in Section A.3. The form of the control response follows the implementation
found in Ottesen et al. (2004); Olufsen et al. (2005).
• Parameters were chosen to reflect a composite of the values found in Kappel
and Peer (1993), Fink et al. (2006), Heldt et al. (2002), and Batzel et al. (2006).
3. Mathematical analysis
3.1. Sensitivity analysis
This paper focuses on several approaches which can aid in determining how best to
approach the parameter estimation (PE) process. These approaches are based on a
formulation of model identifiability referred to as sensitivity identifiability.
Classical sensitivity analysis (CSA) provides a way to quantify how changes in model
parameters influence model output. In regards to parameter estimation, sensitivity
analysis in relation to those states or outputs reflected by measured data are particularly important. For instance, states H, Pas and Pvc in the model are analyzed in
this paper. If a given output is sensitive (as defined below) to changes in a given parameter, then the estimation procedure should, in general, lead to better parameter
estimates assuming there are no direct structural dependencies with other parameters using data corresponding to this output. It may be of course that we need more
data or information from other compartments. CSA can provide a ranking of model
parameters for each model output which describes how sensitive the given model
output is to small changes in model parameters. We will describe in a short form
this sensitivity by referring to two broad categories denoted as "sensitive parameters" (for these parameters small changes influence model output) and "less sensitive
parameters" (for these parameters small changes do not greatly impact the given
model output). Parameters that are sensitive according to various criteria discussed
below can be reasonably submitted to the identification process. Insensitive parameters, which have less influence on model output can be estimated from statistical
information, physical groupings, clinical type, or values derived from literature. Of
course such parameters may influence unmeasured states so that model consistency
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in respect to physiology must always be observed. It must be kept in mind that
such an analysis is local, so that an investigation of the parameter space should be
carried out. Given these caveats, such an analysis allows us to reduce the dimensionality of the underlying parameter identification problem, allows us to detect the
important parameters corresponding to each model output, and can also point to
new experiments or data that might aid the estimation process.
The basic building block described below in (5) for CSA has been used to develop
additional methods which provide information on (a) the sets of parameters that
can be reasonably jointly estimated (subset selection) and (b) the regions of data
can be most useful for the PE process (generalized sensitivity). Sensitivity analysis
in structural optimization (see e.g. Banichuk (1990); Haftka and Adelman (2007);
Haftka and Gurdal (1992)), has been applied for many years, especially in the area
of engineering. However, its impact has been limited in the area of modeling physiological systems in general or the cardiovascular system in humans in particular. We
discuss here the formulation of a sensitivity analysis approach which aims to improve
the efficiency and accuracy in the estimation process particularly when the number
of model parameters is large Adelman and Haftka (1986); Vidal and Haber (1993).
Formally our model can be written as a system of differential equations,
ẏ(t) = f (t, y(t), p),

y(0, p) = y 0 (p),

(5)

with state variables y = (y1 , y2 , . . . , yn )T and parameters p = (p1 , p2 , . . . , pm )T . Noting that the outputs of the model could, in general, be different from the states of
the system, we will here assume for simplicity that the model outputs are in fact
some of the states. We write y = y(t, p), p ∈ D, where D is an open region in Rm
and assume y is differentiable on D with respect to the parameters in p.
To clarify the approach, consider a single real output y with a single real parameter
p ∈ D where D is hence an interval. Assume that p 6= 0, y = y(p) 6= 0. We consider a
small change δp in p and the relative errors δp/p and δy/y, where δy = y(p+δp)−y(p)
which normalizes the calculation and renders it independent of units. We define the
sensitivity function σ as:
δy/y
p dy
=
(p).
δp→0 δp/p
y dp

σy,p (p) = lim

(6)

This relation quantifies how the model output will change as the given parameter
varies by a small amount. This is what will be referred to as the classical sensitivity
of the model output with respect to the given parameter and we will also sometimes
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abbreviate this as the sensitivity of the parameter. For multiple outputs and multiple parameters, in order to quantify the sensitivity of the system, we consider the
sensitivity of each state variable with respect to each parameter at each time point t
by computing the derivatives ∂yi (t)/∂pj , i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1 . . . , m, at some baseline
values p = (p1 , . . . , pm ). We could thus generate at a fixed time point t the sensitivity
matrix S as


∂y1 (t, p)
∂y1 (t, p)
·
·
·

∂p1
∂pm 


.
..
.


..
..
S(t, p) = 
.

 ∂yn (t, p)
∂yn (t, p) 
···
∂p1
∂pm
In order to compute S(t, p) at all time points we have to solve the following augmented system of equations:
dy(t, p)
= f (t, y(t, p), p), y(0, p) = y 0 (p),
(7)
dt
∂f (t, y(t; p), p)
∂f (t, y(t, p), p)
∂y 0 (p)
dS(t; p)
=
S(t, p) +
, S 0 (p) =
.
(8)
dt
∂y
∂p
∂p
Calculating analytically the derivatives with respect to the parameters according to
equations (7) and (8) is virtually impossible for large systems especially when changes
in the model may be needed to be tested. Automatic differentiation (AD), based on
repeated application of the chain rule, can be employed to avoid this problem and
to allow the appending of the sensitivity equations to the model equations which
are then solved simultaneously. AD provides the exact derivatives of the functions
defined by the computer program, exploiting the fact that elementary functions are
used to build more complicated expressions by composition of these elementary functions. This can be very useful, since it avoids the difficulty of deriving analytically
such derivatives and especially the need to rederive such analytic derivatives when
the model is changed. In our computations we used a specialized AD package from
Fink (2006) while a more general package is the newly developed Matlab AD package
available from TOMLAB (www.tomlab.biz).
We incorporate information on time points t1 < · · · < tk
introducing the matrix Ŝ so that



∂yi
S1
(t1 ) · · ·

∂p1
 S2 



..
...
Ŝ =  ..  ,
Si = 
.

 . 
 ∂yi
(tk ) · · ·
Sn
∂p1
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where data is measured by
∂yi
(t1 )
∂pm
..
.
∂yi
(tk )
∂pm








where the Si are for component outputs.
3.2. Sensitivity identifiability
A number of related concepts are built upon the sensitivity Jacobian matrix S (Cobelli and DiStefano 3rd (1980) and Burth et al. (1999)). For some applications the
normalized version of the derivatives are needed while for others not. In cases where
there is a wide range in parameter sizes, the PE problem may need to be adjusted to
avoid complications due to this wide range. For our application we have employed
the normalized derivatives which imply that we consider relative changes in y for
relative changes in p. In the following equations we will not distinguish normalized
from non-normalized cases. Normalization will be discussed further in Section 3.6.
For the general case of n outputs and m parameters we consider the following formulation. Let the vector pe0 = p0 + δp0 denote a small perturbation from the nominal
value p0 , and a small perturbation in the vector output given as δY = Y (e
p0 ) − Y (p0 )
T
where Y = (Y1 (t, p), · · · , Yn (t, p)) and Yi = (yi (t1 , p), · · · , yi (tk , p)). We thus have
δY ≈ Ŝ(p0 )δp0 ,

(9)

Consider for the moment y as a single output, then we can introduce the cost func2
tional J(p) = 21 Σj=k
1 (y(tj , p) − zj ) , where zj represent the measurement available
at the time instances tj , then we have J(p) = Y ⊤ (p)Y (p), where here we will use
Y (p) = [y(t1 , p) − z1 , · · · , y(tk , p) − zk ]⊤ . Then from the quadratic expansion of the
cost function, can be written as:
1
J(p0 + δp0 ) = Y ⊤ (p0 + δp0 )Y (p0 + δp0 )
2
1
δY
δY
≈ [Y (p0 ) +
(p0 )δp0 )]⊤ [Y (p0 ) +
(p0 )δp0 ]
2
δp
δp
δY ⊤
1 ⊤ δY ⊤
δY
≈ J(p0 ) + δp⊤
(p
)Y
(p
)
+
δp0
(p0 ) (p0 )δp0 .
0
0
0
δp
2
δp
δp

(10)
(11)
(12)

the minimum of this quadratic function can be calculated by taking a derivative with
respect to δp0 and the necessary condition can be written as:
δY ⊤
δY
δY ⊤
(p0 ) (p0 )δp0 = −
(p0 )Y (p0 ).
δp
δp
δp

(13)

This relation can be extended to the multiple output case leading to the relation:
Ŝ ⊤ Ŝδp0 = −Ŝ ⊤ Y (p0 ).
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(14)

The above equations (14) represents a linear system that can be solved uniquely for
δp0 , if and only det(Ŝ ⊤ Ŝ) 6= 0. The matrix Ŝ is evaluated at fixed nominal parameter
values (for our model given in parameter Table 20 through 26). Hence, this is only
a local analysis and the system is locally identifiable if the rank of matrix Ŝ ⊤ Ŝ is
equal to the number of parameters to be estimated. On the other hand by using the
equation (9), we have kŜδp0 − δY0 k2 is continuously differentiable function of δp0 ,
and the least squares (LS) problem is given as
min kŜδp0 − δY0 k2 .

δp0 ∈Rm

(15)

Thus the LS problem must satisfy the normal equations (Björck (1996)):

Ŝ ⊤ δY0 = Ŝ ⊤ Ŝδp0 .

(16)

We will carry out subset selection to render well-posed the normal equations described by (16). Depending on the type of optimization scheme planned, it might
be better to use (15) for the subset selection but in general we found the ordering
to be essentially the same. We use fminsearch for testing predictings as a baseline
estimator. Closer coordination of PE method and subset formulation may refine and
sharpen the results.
Singular value decomposition (SVD) of the symmetric matrix Ŝ ⊤ Ŝ will determine
the rank of the matrix Ŝ ⊤ Ŝ. In this case, we will have the eigenvalues λi of Ŝ ⊤ Ŝ
equal to σi2 where σi is a singular value of Ŝ ⊤ Ŝ. The numerical rank k ≤ m of the
matrix Ŝ ⊤ Ŝ, with respect to any given threshold τ , can be described by the number
of eigenvalues values greater than or equal to τ , i.e., λk ≥ τ ≥ λk+1 or by the norm
of the matrix R22 described below. Generally, exact zero eigenvalues will not appear,
so that the well-posedness refers to near-linear dependencies between the columns of
Ŝ ⊤ Ŝ.
We will seek k components of δp0 (for some k) to render a reduced subset of the
normal equations well-posed numerically. We identify this subset of parameters by
using QR factorization with column pivoting (which also arranges the main diagonal
elements of R in descending order so that |r11 | ≥ |r22 | ≥ ... ≥ |rmm |). This will lead
to the maximal set of k columns of Ŝ ⊤ Ŝ that can be considered linearly independent
in terms of the cutoff value τ .
Let Π be the permutation matrix of the QR-factorization described above. This
permutation shifts the most independent columns of Ŝ ⊤ Ŝ leftward Golub and Loan
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(1996). To maintain the equivalence of the equations the parameters must be likewise
permuted and we seek the subsystem with k columns and k permuted parameters
associated with these columns where k will be determined by the numerical threshold
τ . This matrix with most linearly independent columns shifted leftward will be
denoted by S1 , and the remaining m − k columns will be denoted by S2 , in this case
we will have Ŝ ⊤ ŜΠ = S1 S2 .

Now S2 should represent the column subspace nearly spanned by the columns of S1 .
Thus minZ∈Rk×(m−k) kS1 Z − S2 k22 need to be small. And by using a QR factorization
with column pivoting of Ŝ ⊤ Ŝ we will have

Ŝ ⊤ ŜΠ = QR =

Q1 Q2



k

m−k

R11
0

R12
R22

!

(17)

In this case S1 = Q1 R11 and S1 will contain the most linearly independent columns
and S2 = Q1 R12 + Q2 R22 will be approximately the column space of S1 . Assuming
S1 has full rank (a lower bound on singular values after the first i columns have been
processed can be found in Chandrasekaran and Ipsen (1994)), we have
min

Z∈Rk×(m−k)

kS1 Z − S2 k22 = kR22 k22 ,

(18)

−1 ⊤
−1
where Z = R11
Q1 (Q1 R12 +Q2 R22 ) = R11
R12 (see Russell (2009) for further details).

The LS problem can in this way be converted to a well-posed parameter identification
problem over a subspace of dimension k, identifying k parameters and keeping the
remaining m − k parameters constant. The dimensions of R22 are found by choosing
k so that the norm of R22 lies for the first time below τ . In this case the matrix S1
will have full rank k and S2 will be almost linearly dependent on S1 . The well-posed
normal equations with the k permuted parameters then take the form:
min

δp0 ∈Rk

⊤
R11 Π⊤ δp0 − Q⊤
1 Ŝ δy

2
2

(19)

3.3. Procedure for subset selection, rank deficiency, and QR factorization with column pivoting
The sensitivity identifiability matrix Ŝ of our model will have rank deficiency. We
summarize the procedure we carry out for detecting a candidate set of parameters
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to estimate. We utilize a version of the QR algorithm with column pivoting which
has been tested in several models (Russell (2009); Heldt (2004)). For more details
and description about the QR algorithm with column pivoting see Golub and Loan
(1996). The basic steps we carry out are as follows to solve the (LS) problem (15):
a) Compute an SVD of Ŝ ⊤ Ŝ (a symmetric matrix) in order to estimate and have
information about the numerical rank k of Ŝ.
b) Compute a QR algorithm with column pivoting on Ŝ ⊤ Ŝ (in order to find a
subset of parameters that can reasonably be estimated), so that Ŝ ⊤ ŜΠ = QR,
where Q ∈ Rm×m is orthogonal and R ∈ Rm×m upper triangular, and Π ∈
Rm×m as discussed above.
c) Choose as the subset of components of δp0 the first k components of Π⊤ δp0 .
We will test this parameter selection by using the fminsearch algorithm and check
results using estimates of the standard error (SE). The magnitude of a given rii
element provides an indication on the relative reduction in the norms of the residual
submatrices of the R matrix below the given row and column (see the bound in the
matlab documentation of QR factorization with pivoting). This in turn provides an
indication on the degree of reduction in the submatrix norm R22 as one moves down
the diagonal elements of the R matrix.
3.4. Variance of artificial data and estimate of standard error
Denote by X the output generated by a state variable of our model. We add 10
% random Gaussian normal noise to this output. We will denote simulated data
e = X + 0.1Xξ, where ξ is normally distributed with E(ξ) = 0 and variance
by X
var(ξ) = 1 (i.e., ξ ∼ N (0, 1)). This will represent the noisy data that we will work
with in order to estimate parameters. In this case we will have the variance of our
e be calculated as follow:
noisy data X
e = E(X
e 2 ) − E(X)
e 2 = X 2 + 0.2XE(ξ) + 0.01E(ξ 2 )X 2 − (X + 0.1XE(ξ))2
var(X)
= 0.01X 2 .

(20)

For the multi-output case (s outputs) we can derive an estimate of the standard
error in the estimation process as follows. Similar to Si before, but with a different
ordering let


∂y1
∂y1
 ∂p1 (ti ) · · · ∂pm (ti ) 


..
..
...

Di = 
.
.


 ∂ys

∂ys
(ti ) · · ·
(ti ).
∂p1
∂pm
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Here, each matrix Di includes the gradients of the outputs yi where i = 1...s with
respect to the parameters being estimated. Thus each Di represents grandients of
outputs for one time point of measurement. Each row represents the gradient of an
output with respect to the parameters at that specific time point of measurement
with rows typically ordered as the model outputs. the increasing time. Also let

V0 = diag σ1 2 , · · · , σs 2
be the diagonal matrix with variances of the corresponding outputs along the diagonal. To estimate the standard error associated with the parameter estimation
process we calculate as given in H. T. Banks and Tran (2009)
!−1
n
X
Σ=
Di T V0 −1 Di
.
i=1

The estimated asymptotic standard error SE for each parameter given s outputs
will
p be the square roots of the diagonal elements of Σ. So that SE(parameter j)=
Σ(j, j). These estimates will be used to check the predictions from the subset
selection. In the tables the symbol SE will denote this asymptotic standard error
estimate.
3.5. Generalized sensitivity analysis
Generalized sensitivity analysis extends the concepts motivating the application of
the sensitivity function matrix S which can under suitable conditions on the noise in
the measured data be related to the Fisher Information Matrix. The Fisher Information Matrix provides a measure of the information content of data for parameters.
Generalized sensitivity analysis (GSA) was introduced in Thomaseth and Cobelli
(1999). See Batzel et al. (2006) for a detailed discussion of GSA and the derivation
of generalized sensitivity functions (GSF). GSA gives insight into the information
content of data from a single output for the estimation of a parameter. GSA also
provides information on the correlation in the information in the data for several
parameters. This method can thus provide, among other things, information about
efficient experimental design for estimating parameters as exemplified in Kappel et al.
(2009).
Two types of information can be derived from GSA which will arise in one example
given below. For a given set of parameters (which can be any subset of the entire
parameter set) and for a single measured output, GSF is derived for each parameter
in the set. Each GSF moves from zero to one on the time interval of interest. The
graphs of these GSFs can provide
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i) information on which intervals of the data are most relevant for the estimation
of a parameter; those intervals where the increase of the GSF of a given parameter from 0 to 1 is primarily accomplished provides the most information
on that parameter.
ii) indications on the correlation of the information content of data from a single
output for the chosen parameters. Non-monotonic behavior of a GSF indicates
a strong correlation of information with other parameters. A more or less
monotonic increase of a GSF (from 0 to 1) indicates little correlation.
3.6. Normalization
Classical sensitivities as defined by (6) are normalized so we can compare relative
influences of parameters on output. This is of great importance if parameters (and
units) are widely spaced. Furthermore, standard error and generalized sensitivities
are not normalized as they reflect actual standard deviations. This leads to the
question should a normalized or non-normalized S matrix be used in subset selection
algorithms. Since these algorithms are aimed at improving the PE process, some
coordination of the procedure of estimation with the form of the S matrix should
be considered. In this model there is a wide range of parameter values and even
model outputs. Hence, some form of normalization in the estimation process could
be considered, and the normalized S matrix would then be a reasonable choice for
the subset selection. Examples of normalized versus non-normalized subset selection
results are given in Section 5.7.
The normalized version of the problem takes the following form where we incorporate
information on time points where data is measured by introducing the matrix Ŝ so
that
δyi
δy
δpj
δp
= ( )1≤i≤n ≈ Ŝ(
(21)
)1≤j≤m = Ŝ
y
yi
pj
p
where Ŝ = [S1 , S2 , · · · , Sn ]⊤ and Si is evaluated in each data points t1 , t2 , . . . , tk :



Si = 

p1 ∂yi
(t )
yi ∂p1 1

..
.

···
...

pm ∂yi
(t )
yi ∂pm 1

p1 ∂yi
(t )
yi ∂p1 k

···

pm ∂yi
(t ).
yi ∂pm k

..
.





This version implies that each output yi divides those rows of Ŝ which involve yi and
each column is multiplied by the relevant pi . This provides a system of equations
equivalent to the non-normalized system.
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Finally, to rank the classical sensitivities of the various states and parameters, we
define across the time interval of interest [t0 , tend ] the global time-invariant normalized
sensitivities (GTIS) zi,j using a weighted 1-norm (GTIS-1 when when n = 1) or 2norm (GTIS-2 when n = 2)) of the form (see Sorteleder (1998)):
pj
zij =
(tend − t0 ) maxt0 ≤t≤t0 |yi (t, p)|

Z

tend

t0

1/n
∂yi n
| dt
|
;
∂pj

4. Model simulation
To test the predictions of the sensitivity analysis and the robustness of the parameter estimation process, simulated data was used. Simulated data was generated to
represent a significant hemorrhage of 1.4 liters. For a given set of "true parameters"
the model test output was generated and 10% random white noise was superimposed
on this model output. Parameter estimation was carried out with this noisy data.
For a given parameter identification case, 15-30% error was introduced into the initial
guess for the true (target) parameters which generated the model test output.
Computations were carried out using Matlab. Model simulations are done using the
Matlab solver ode45. All parameter estimation was carried out in the cases presented
in this paper with the Matlab package solver fminsearch (to standardize the tests)
although other methods such as fsolve (Matlab) and Solvopt (Kuntsevich and Kappel
(2000)) were also considered in the testing.
Figures are given exhibiting the model output with true parameters, model output
with noise, model output with the initial guess of the true parameters (15-30% error)
and the model output with the best estimate of the true parameters. Tables provide
the numerical values.
5. Model testing
In this section we will discuss the parameter identification problem for the given
model using the methods discussed in Section 3. Classical sensitivity for a parameter
is reflected by cumulative weighted L1 and L2 measurements of its classical sensitivity
(GTIS) described in Section 3 which is calculated over the model simulation time. In
addition, figures of the time course of the classical sensitivity of parameters allow for
detection of those intervals where model output is most sensitive to that parameter.
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Further analysis, can include generalized sensitivity analysis (as described in Section
3).
Note that the identifiability analysis described here must take jointly into account
the information provided by all the sensitivity methods. For example, a parameter
with strong classical sensitivity that is interrelated with other parameters, can be
pushed down in the subset ordering. Thus coordination of the information of subset
ordering with classical sensitivity is important. See Section 5.5 for further discussion.
Table 1 represents the basic table exhibiting control parameters for each of the three
controls which alter heart rate H, systemic resistance R, and unstressed volume Vu .
For these three controls, the table exhibits how various combinations of the data
types available, namely H, Pas , and Pvc , influence the sensitivity identifiability of the
parameters. At the bottom of each table three numbers are given representing the
size (sz) of the sensitivity matrix being considered (which depends on the number
of parameters being estimated), the rank of the matrix (rk), and the designated
numerical rank (nrk) representing the numerical rank as reflected by a chosen cutoff
value (10−7 ). The condition number is also given. Subset selection ordering and the
rii ordering that led to the parameter ordering is given. These values provide an
indication of the bounds that apply to the R22 matrix discussed in Section 3.3.
Table 2 provides the cumulative L1 and L2 measurements of classical sensitivities
for the H parameters. Figures of the time course of classical sensitivities are given
where appropriate for the discussion.
Analysis is given in the following subsections for representative examples of parameter
and data combinations, introducing more complicated scenarios as the discussion
continues, with the goal to carry out estimation of as large a number of parameters
as possible. Figures for the results of the parameter estimation process and tables
representing the true and estimated parameters are also provided for representative
parameter estimations.
As described in Section 3.6, classical sensitivities are normalized and we will apply
the QR decomposition ranking to the normalized S T S Fisher information matrix.
Examples of normalized versus non-normalized subset selection results are given.
Generalized sensitivity and standard error estimates are with the unnormalized S T S
matrix.
5.1. Selecting parameters to estimate
Parameter estimation can be a quite difficult problem. We will consider various levels
of difficulty in the parameter estimation process. Simple cases will be presented first
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to illustrate the method after which more complicated combinations of parameters
and data will be examined.
Sensitivity analysis as described above provides approaches for detecting which parameters most influence model output, and which parameters are more likely to be
reasonably estimated from the given data. Those parameters which are either difficult or impossible to estimate from given data need to be estimated by other means.
These means can include extrapolation from group characteristics or personal details
such as body mass index or weight. Allometric scaling provides guidelines on the
scaling of quantities depending on relations between size and shape or volume and
surface area. See, for example, West et al. (1997) which includes details on scaling
cardiovascular quantities. It is possible to also consider physiologically standard and
reasonable proportioning of quantities among various tissues (which of course can
also be scaled for body size). Such quantities as blood flow distribution, unstressed
volume distribution, or relative size of various compartment volumes are candidates
for such an approach. Estimations of volume and flow distributions are given in
Heldt et al. (2002), Levick (2003), and Pope et al. (2009).
5.2. Available experimental tests and data availability
A variety of experiments are available for exploring baroreflex function.
• HUT and sit-to-stand tests can be applied (Olufsen et al. (2005)) as well
as various levels of LBNP stress applied at the hips and ribs (Kappel et al.
(2007)). These tests reflect orthostatic stress but are not precisely equivalent.
See Goswami et al. (2008) for a comparison of the physiology. Furthermore,
LBNP at low levels has been used as a test which activates the cardiopulmonary
baroreflex without significant alterations in arterial pressure and hence arterial
baroreflex activation. However, not all researchers accept the view that no arterial baroreflex activation is involved in low level LBNP. The former view which
is given in Goswami et al. (2008); Mark and Mancia (1983); Levick (2003) can
be compared to work such as in Fu et al. (2008); Furlan et al. (2001); Goswami
et al. (2008);
• Head out of water emersion has been used to study cardiopulmonary baroreflex
action but again it is debated if arterial effects are really avoided (Mark and
Mancia (1983));
• Tests involving the addition or removal (sequestration) of small amounts of
blood during hemodialysis (Wimmer et al. (2006)) can be used as a perturbation of blood volume;
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• Neck suction or neck pressure at the point of the carotid bodies can counteract
pressure induced stretch levels thereby deactivating carotid baroreflex response.
However aortic body barorereceptors are still active (Desai et al. (1997), Mark
and Mancia (1983));
• Vasoactive drug agents can be used to raise and lower blood pressure (Desai et al. (1997), Mark and Mancia (1983)). Nitroprusside for example is a
vasodilator that relaxes blood vessels while Phenylephrine elevates blood pressure without increasing the heart rate or heart contractility.
The relative contribution of cardiopulmonary and arterial baroreflex mechanisms
responses to perturbations in blood pressure depends on the nature and degree of
the perturbation. For example, in a study Desai et al. (1997) that used neck chamber
pressure and suction in combination with LBNP, as well as different pharmacological
agents, the estimated relative baroreflex contributions to the variations in heart rate
during high level LBNP was found to be 63% from aortic, 14% from carotid, and
23% from cardiopulmonary baroreceptor mechanisms. In addition, Saunders et al.
(1988) indicated that the aortic loop was the primary arterial baroreflex determiner
of muscle sympathetic nerve activity MSNA while the carotid loop was important
for changes in heart rate.
Non-invasive methods are typical for first assessment of patients. Hence only information and data on a limited number of states and parameters can be generally
accessed. Arterial (actually finger pressure) blood pressure data and heart rate can
be considered direct measurements. We have included in our discussion venous pressure which must be collected invasively or crudely estimated from leg measurements.
The Finapress and Task Force Monitor provide important continuous (beat to beat)
data for arterial blood pressure, heart rate, and heart rate and pressure variability,
as well as a significant number of other hemodynamic quantities. Several quantities
such as total peripheral resistance TPR are not directly measurable and need to be
inferred from or predicted by algorithms built into the assessment tools. Quantities
such as stroke volume, cardiac output, and ejection fraction have some absolute error based on the algorithm and method of estimation however, they could be also
measured more directly via Doppler methods in special cases. Derived quantities
and quantities that contain significant absolute error nevertheless provide important
information on dynamic behavior. Refinement of algorithms for estimating nonobservable states incorporated into clinical monitors is an important area of research
(Fortin et al. (2006)).
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5.3. Examples of analysis
In what follows we will consider those parameters which are most important for control processes and compare and contrast with compliance parameters which greatly
influence blood distribution and which are in size a different order of magnitude
from the control parameters. This gives a test on the comparison capabilites of
the methods we employ to characterize how parameters should be chosen. We will
consider simulated data from heart rate H, arterial blood pressure Pas , and central
venous pressure Pvc measured during a blood volume perturbation of a 1.4 liter hemorrhage except where noted. Other forms of volume perturbations can be induced
by LBNP and HUT tests. The first two cases exemplify the type of information that
can be used to investigate the sensitivity properties of various parameter and data
combinations.
5.4. Case 1: H parameters estimated from H data
For the sensitivity identifiability in this case given in row 1 and column 1 of Table
1 we find that we will in principle be able to estimate all parameters H max , H min ,
τH , αH , and βH by using information of H data because the sensitivity matrix Ŝ
has full rank; but in fact the R(, i, i) order for one parameter, H min , is much smaller
compared to the others and indeed the numerical rank threshold disqualifies this
parameter. We would thus take H min constant and try to estimate the remaining
parameters H max , τH , αH , and βH . The fits for H max and αH are very good given
the 10% noise imposed on the true simulated data after one effort with fminsearch
(Table 3). Parameter τH is off by nearly 18% and βH by 15%. These two parameters
however are less sensitive parameters compared to H max and αH (Table 2) which we
are able to identify with greater precision. Furthermore, the break in the ordering
of the the first two parameters is significant but this may imply some dependencies
with parameters lower on the list. There is a smaller break for the pair τH and βH
with αH . The top panel of Figure 5 illustrates model simulations of model output
with true parameters, model output with 10% noise, model output with initial guess
of the true parameters (each parameter containing 30% error), and the model output
with the estimated parameters. The bottom panel of Figure 5 gives the convergence
history for the estimation process. The fit is reasonable given the lower sensitivity
for the less-well-estimated parameters. The subset selection suggests that using more
involved procedures for the parameter estimation could reduce the errors in τH and
βH . but a level of dependency is suggested by the subset ordering which will likely
limit the accuracy.
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Data

H

sz/rk/nrk
condnr.
Pas

sz/rk/nrk
condnr.
Pvc

sz/rk/nrk
condnr.

H-params
H max ,αH ,τH ,βH ,H min
Parameter - rii
max
H
: -0.12244221
αH : -0.00093867
τH : -0.00008007
βH : 0.00000319
H min : 0.00000005
5/5/4
3.2834e+06
max
H
: -0.02600628
αH : -0.00003016
τH : -0.00000682
βH : 0.00000030
H min : 0.00000000
5/5/4
1.7085e+07
max
H
: -0.02689720
αH : -0.00043098
τH : -0.00001140
βH : 0.00000104
H min : 0.00000001
5/5/4
6.7377e+06

R-params
Rmax ,αR ,τR ,βR ,Rmin
Parameter - rii
αR : -0.00908037
Rmax : -0.00001483
τR : -0.00000355
βR : -0.00000027
Rmin : -0.00000000
5/5/4
2.0192e+07
αR : -0.03551997
τR : 0.00080299
βR : -0.00007128
Rmax : 0.00001257
Rmin : -0.00000004
5/5/4
1.0089e+06
αR : -0.01734379
Rmax : -0.00002339
τR : -0.00000457
βR : -0.00000113
Rmin : -0.00000000
5/5/4
7.0111e+06

Vu-params
Vumax ,αVu ,τVu ,βVu ,Vumin
Parameter - rii
max
Vu : -0.03414555
Vumin : -0.00012306
τVu : -0.00000001
αVu : -0.00000000
βVu : 0.00000000
5/5/2
2.3002e+09
max
Vu : -0.43829402
Vumin : -0.00116702
τVu : -0.00000013
αVu : -0.00000002
βVu : 0.00000000
5/5/2
2.8077e+08
max
Vu : -1.49919146
Vumin : -0.00760326
αVu : 0.00000184
τVu : -0.00000039
βVu : 0.00000001
5/5/3
3.0644e+08

Table 1: Parameter identification table for parameters of single controls and 1 type of data
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Data
H

Pas

Pvc

max

H
H min
τH
αH
βH
H max
H min
τH
αH
βH
H max
H min
τH
αH
βH

GTIS-1
6.83e-01
1.41e-01
8.17e-03
3.20e-01
8.76e-02
2.76e-01
6.34e-02
2.39e-03
1.39e-01
3.29e-02
1.09e-01
2.13e-02
1.58e-03
4.79e-02
1.50e-02

GTIS-2
1.82e-01
3.82e-02
3.64e-03
8.56e-02
2.36e-02
7.66e-02
1.74e-02
9.20e-04
3.83e-02
9.25e-03
4.16e-02
1.22e-02
6.23e-04
2.44e-02
4.46e-03

Table 2: L1 - and L2 -norm of sensitivities of H-control-params for each of the three data types H
data, Pas data, and Pvc data.
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A question is why τH is less successfully estimated than βH given that the latter
is lower in the subset list. To consider this, it is useful to compare the ordering
of this list given in Table 1 with the classical sensitivities given in Table 2. We
find that τH has a lower classical GTIS-1 sensitivity compared to βH although a
higher subset ranking. If we now remove H max and of course H min from the subset
analysis, we find the subset ordering given in Table 4 indicates greater success for
the estimation of βH compared to τH and that the subset ordering of this reduced
set now matches the classical sensitivity ordering. This indicates that the sensitivity
effects of βH are likely in the "same direction" as those for H max . Thus as long as
H max is in the list we expect constraints on the accuracy of the estimate of βH . This
observation also applies to H min which has a lower GTIS-1 sensitivity compared
to H max and apparently a high degree of dependence with it and perhaps other
parameters in the list. It is necessary therefore to consider both types of information
when exploring identifiability of parameters as some effect on reordering can occur
due to the relationships between sensitivities of parameters.
Params
H max
αH
τH
βH

starting values
136.50
130.00
1.30
3.90

ending values
101.8889 (- 2.9%)
102.1066 (+ 2.1%)
0.8129 (- 18.0%)
3.4734 (+ 16.0%)

target values
105.00
100.00
1.00
3.00

Table 3: estimation of H max , τH , αH , and βH with H data.

Params
αH
βH
τH

rii
0.04127708
0.00028309
0.00013193

L1 classical sensitivities
3.20e-01
8.76e-02
8.17e-03

Table 4: Comparison of the rii and classical sensitivities of the reduced subset of τH , αH , and βH
with respect to H data.

5.5. Case 2: H parameters estimated from Pas data
This case considers the identifiability of H parameters using data of mean arterial
pressure Pas , data that is to some extent further removed from the direct influence
of the model control parameters. From the subset ordering and the size of the rii
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values given in the sensitivity identifiability Table 1 we see that while the ordering
is the same as for the H data case the rii values for all parameters are at least one
order of magnitude smaller. In particular βH is very small (again H min is too small
to consider). When fminsearch was employed to fit the control parameters H max , αH ,
τH , and βH it was not possible to recover the true parameters using noisy data of
Pas with 30% error in the initial guess of each parameter.
The attempt to identify only H max , αH , and τH was also not successful, a result
which is consistent with the ranking and relative size of the r(i.i) and in particular
by the break in the magnitude between H max on the one hand and αH and τH on the
other. Furthermore, τH has significantly lower L1 sensitivity. Even the attempt to
estimate only H max and αH was problematic. The sensitivities in Table 2, show that
H max and αH have the same order of magnitude of GTIS-1 sensitivity but that H max
is twice as sensitive. From Table 1 dependence between H max and αH in relation to
Pas data is suggested given that the ratio of rii values is of order 3 (order 2 in Case
1). This dependence persists even when subset selection is redone including only
these two parameters.
Table 5 gives the results for estimating H max and αH together and separately. The
parameter estimation process was carried out with 30% initial error in the parameters
and with the true model output again perturbed by 10% random noise. From these
results a dependence between the two parameters is suggested. When estimated
alone, each parameter is more accurately estimated with the relative degree of success
reflected in the relative magnitudes of the two L1 sensitivities. The final error in the
estimate for H max 5% and for αH 10% which is reasonable for a single application of
fminsearch which ended after the maximum number of iterations was reached given
the noise level and the level of GTIS-1 sensitivity for αH .
Params

starting values

H max
αH

136.50
130.00

ending values
ending values
target values
estimated together estimated separately
85.2790
99.4698
105.00
243.5859
90.6215
100.00

Table 5: Estimation of H max and αH with Pas data.

Further information on the potential for parameter estimation can be derived by
examining the relation between the classical and generalized sensitivity functions
given in Figure 6 with classical sensitivities given in the top row and generalized
sensitivities in the bottom row (for H data in the left column and Pas data in the right
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column). Generalized sensitivity information (see Section 3) should be combined
with classical sensitivity information when exploring the potential for parameter
estimation. Note that the primary interval for useful information from data for
the estimation of the depicted parameters H max , αH , and τH is located during the
hemorrhage which is not surprising and the classical sensitivity is likewise centered
on the hemorrhage interval.
The GSF for τH shown in the bottom row increases monotonically indicating that
information on τH is uncorrelated with other two parameters for both data types
(although model output is correlated) with the other two parameters. However, the
time course for the classical sensitivity for τH exhibited in the upper row indicates
that τH is insensitive for Pas and only marginally sensitive for H.
On the other hand, the information content from data from H or Pas for the parameters H max and αH appears correlated. It appears qualitatively that there is greater
monotonicity in the H data case and certainly αH has higher classical sensitivity
in the H case. This is an indication that it will likely be more difficult to estimate
αH accurately with Pas compared to H data. It should be mentioned that detailed
conclusions from the GSA figures cannot currently be drawn and further theoretical
work is needed to support detailed interpretation of the meaning of the degree and
location of oscillations in GSF functions. Thus care must be taken in exploiting
GSA.
Note that in Figure 6, the model simulations were begun well before the times shown
in the figures to stabilize the model before perturbation. For this reason, the GSA
traces do not begin at zero in the given figure time frames.
5.6. Case 3: control parameters with variations in H, Pas , and Pvc data
Table 6 gives comparison of subset selection for all control parameters with H and
Pas data in the left column and H, Pas and Pvc data in the right column. This
table indicates how subset selection can reflect information on the impact of various
combinations of data types for the PE problem. While in this case it is clear that
increasing data from H and Pas to include Pvc should be useful, since the Vu control
has Pvc as control input, this does not appear to be the case as exhibited by the
results in Table 6. Several points can be made:
• The ordering of the parameters is the same for the first 10 parameters with
minor variations in ordering in the last 5.
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• The order of magnitude of the rii values is essentially the same for both data
sets. However, the order of magnitude is larger for the Vu control parameters
when Pvc data is included which is reasonable as Pvc is the control input for
the Vu control.
• Standard error estimates indicate that the estimate of the Vu control parameters
is not improved from by adding Pvc data while the quality of estimates of other
control parameters are reduced (sometimes significantly).
• When reduced to the 6 parameters highest on the list (see Table 7) the standard
error estimates improve dramatically but little improvement for the Vu control
parameters is achieved.
• The control system appears over-parameterized, so that a simpler control formulation would improve the estimation problem. It should, given their roles,
be possible to remove some of H min , Rmin , αVu , βVu , βH , and βR . Consider Case
4 below.
• A question arises as to why τVu is not estimatable - given its role in setting the
dynamics of the control. Is it too small compared to all other outputs?
The fact that Pvc data does not aid in the estimates of the Vu control parameters
is interesting and if corroborated by other methods would indicate that the invasive
collection of Pvc data is not required or at least may not help in studying baroreflex
function. This would imply that, for hemorrhage at least, any perturbations in Pas
are sufficiently embedded in the changes in Pvc so that that independent information
on Pvc is not required for estimating Vu control parameters.
5.7. Case 4: control parameters and compliances with H, Pas , and Pvc data
Table 8 provides the subset selection results for the set of all compliances and control
parameters. As we are considering a wider set of parameters we consider all three
data sets for this analysis. Compliances represent an important model feature given
their involvement in blood volume distribution and they also present numerical challenges to subset selection and parameter estimation computations given their size
and position in denominators in some model equations. This can lead to stiffness in
the differential equations and limitations on the estimation process. For estimating
parameters in individual cases it would be best to convert relevant model state equations from pressures to volumes. However, for the purposes of testing the method
the current formulation provides a more extensive challenge. From Table 8 it is clear
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Param
Vumax
H max
αR
Vumin
αH
τR
τH
βR
∆Rmax
βH
τVu
H min
∆Rmin
αVu
βVu

H and Pas
rii value
SE
-0.17853190
5.15934569
0.09101076
9.59883239
-0.01448025 38.00131400
-0.00048531
4.78250808
0.00045889
64.45002244
0.00012609
0.23692178
0.00004064
0.05548455
-0.00000816
7.19961607
0.00000182 140.35614633
-0.00000163
2.79273272
-0.00000002 361.14195859
-0.00000002 64.67514944
0.00000001 2238.50049039
0.00000000
24.12344381
0.00000000 157.72506570

Param
Vumax
H max
αR
Vumin
αH
τR
τH
βR
∆Rmax
βH
αVu
τVu
∆Rmin
H min
βVu

H, Pas and Pvc
rii value
SE
-0.68493889
5.54824110
0.05796104
45.14581274
-0.01810985 103.28216764
-0.00264595
5.44827146
-0.00045018 302.14662369
-0.00021000
0.62581501
-0.00002511
0.25376511
-0.00002134 19.56652603
-0.00000414 383.22423794
-0.00000141 13.12641229
-0.00000022 17.10681323
0.00000014 406.83766090
-0.00000001 6101.58099817
0.00000001 303.44445823
-0.00000000 188.27246557

Table 6: Comparison of all control parameters with various data

H and Pas
Param
SE
max
Vu
0.00452759
H max 0.52306219
αR
0.17969324
min
Vu
0.02207394
αH
1.04820421
τR
0.04331033

H, Pas and Pvc
Param
SE
max
Vu
0.00809728
H max 2.26850611
αR
0.71463600
min
Vu
0.03614748
αH
4.49965228
τR
0.14531858

Table 7: Comparison of standard error for 6 best control parameters with various data.
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not all parameters can be estimated and consideration of the parameters with 10
largest parameters is suggested. Table 8 compares the values of the rii entries with
the eigenvalues and norms of the residual R22 matrices as we move down the R diagonal entries. Note that the rii and eigenvalues are in general of the same order of
magnitude as are the R22 values.
We attempted 30% error in initial guess with mixed results and chose to refine the
test first by reducing the initial error to test the predictive success of the subset
selection method. The results with 15% error for initial guess of parameters for the
10 highest parameters on the subset list and also for the 8 highest parameters on
the list are given in Table 9. The results of fitting 10 parameters was good except
for the two parameters at the bottom of the ordering by subset selection and we
then considered the 8 parameters with largest eigenvalues in Table 8. For this case
the results were excellent over a number of tests with various combinations of ±15%
error in the initial guess (again the data had also 10% random noise). Next we
considered whether reduction to the 7 best parameters in Table 8 would improve
results but as indicated in Table 10 this reduced set did not improve to any great
degree the results over several test estimates. This indicates that 8 parameters are
reasonable for fitting given the data sets available. Figure 8 gives comparisons of the
hemodynamic model output for the 8 best parameters.
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Compliances and
control parameters
Vumax
H max
αR
Vumin
cspl
αH
τR
cas
τH
βR
cavc
Rmax
βH
cleg
cvp
cren
cup
τVu
cap
Rmin
H min
cper
cvc
αVu
βVu
sz/rk/nrk = 25/25/14
condnr. = 2.4805e+09

rii values
-0.37217343
0.03528505
-0.01202028
-0.00142758
0.00130346
-0.00016917
-0.00012565
-0.00002505
-0.00001512
-0.00001198
-0.00000586
0.00000248
-0.0000063
-0.0000034
0.0000026
-0.0000015
-0.0000009
-0.0000004
0.0000002
-0.0000001
0.0000001
-0.0000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
-0.00000000
-

Eigenvalues
0.38153680
0.04213351
0.01208617
0.00165370
0.00140484
0.00021081
0.00016107
0.00003126
0.00001614
0.00001046
0.00000722
0.00000193
0.00000070
0.00000045
0.00000035
0.00000018
0.00000007
0.00000004
0.00000001
0.00000001
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
-

kR22 k2
0.38153680
0.04233468
0.01273248
0.00171703
0.00162039
0.00023596
0.00020198
0.00003381
0.00001787
0.00001665
0.00001020
0.00000256
0.00000084
0.00000059
0.00000043
0.00000026
0.00000012
0.00000006
0.00000002
0.00000001
0.00000001
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
-

Table 8: Compliances and all control parameters with H, Pas , Pvc data
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Params
Vumax
H max
αR
Vumin
cspl
αH
τR
cas
τH
βR

Start vals End vals 10 params
3.9100
3.5320 (+4%)
120.7500
101.6718 (−3.1 %)
103.5000
90.952 (+1%)
2.9095
2.692 (+6.3%)
0.0633
0.0565 (+2.75%)
115.00
105.2155 (+5.2%)
2.3000
3.0990 (+100 %)
0.0023
0.0019(−5 %)
1.1500
0.5288 (−48%)
8.0500
13.855 (+97 %)

End vals 8 params
3.5357 (+4%)
105.3758 (+.4 %)
91.8723 (+ 2%)
2.6166 (+ 3.5%)
0.0570 (+ 4%)
99.6988 (− 0.3 %)
2.0283 (+1.5 %)
0.0020 (0% )
-

Target vals
3.4000
105.000
90.0000
2.5300
0.0550
100.0000
2.000
0.0020
-

Table 9: Given are the 10 and 8 best compliances and control parameters chosen from the full set
of compliance and control parameters estimated with H, Pas , Pvc data. The column Start vals gives
the initial parameter guesses which incorporated 15% error while 10 % random noise was added in
the true model output as simulated data. The column End vals 10 params provides the estimated
values for the given 10 best parameters, the column End vals 8 params gives estimates with the 8
best parameters, while Target vals represents the true parameters used to generate the simulated
data. End value (% change) represents deviation from target values.

Params
Vumax
H max
αR
Vumin
cspl
αH
τR

End vals +15 % End vals -15 %
initial error
initial error
3.5388 (+3.8%)
3.5388 (+3.8%)
105.3664 (+ 0.3 %) 105.3672 (+ 0.3%)
91.8822 (+2%)
91.8823(+ 2%)
2.6221 (+3.5%)
2.6222 (+ 3.5%)
0.0568 (+3.0%)
0.0568 (+ 3.0%)
99.7255 (−0.3%)
99.7236 (− 0.3%)
2.0324( +1.6%)
2.0326 (+ 1.6%)

Target
values
3.4000
105.000
90.0000
2.5300
0.0550
100.0000
2.000

Table 10: Estimates are given for the 7 best compliances and control parameters chosen from the
full set of compliance and control parameters estimated with H, Pas , Pvc data. Initial parameter
guesses incorporated 15% error while 10% random noise was added in the true model output as
simulated data. The column End vals +15% initial error provides the estimated values of the 7 best
parameters with initial guess of each true parameter value increased by +15%, while The column
End vals -15% initial error gives parameter estimates with initial guess of each true parameter
decreased by 15%. The column Target values gives the true parameters used to generate the
simulated data. End value (% change) represents deviation from target values.
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Figure 5: Top panel gives the model simulation fit to data and the bottom panel the convergence
history. Model simulation is given for model output with the true model parameters (black) , model
output with true parameters with 30% error (light grey), true data with 10% noise (very light grey)
and model output with estimated parameters (dark grey). Note that the true and estimated outputs
overlap.
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with respect to the three H control parameters H max , αH , and τH .
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Compliances and
control parameters
Vumax
H max
αR
Vumin
cspl
αH
τR
cas
τH
βR
cavc
Rmax
βH
cleg
cvp

SE
15 best
0.03728659
17.62245749
4.24636304
0.08170003
0.01636692
16.32553124
0.39909286
0.00036625
0.26002979
2.66882251
0.01954037
245.85470883
2.21236299
0.02521384
0.01209318

SE
10 best
0.01828622
3.38595797
1.09644421
0.05313726
0.00152864
5.98472362
0.25205254
0.00030308
0.19344596
1.15627615
-

SE
8 best
0.01863314
2.26429714
0.68125850
0.05250954
0.00153351
4.49557669
0.14451593
0.00030941
-

Table 11: 15 best compliances and control parameters from total set of 25 compliances and control
parameters with asymptotic estimates of standard error using H, Pas , Pvc data.
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Compliances and
control parameters
Vumax
H max
αR
Vumin
αH
τR
cspl
cas
τH
βR
cavc
βH
Rmax
cvp
cleg

rii normalized
ranking
-12412164.832
-5934803.4629
1511698.1888
68094.747934
-33329.76067597
-11789.82793391
3836.35852788
-1797.45315646
-1676.1729511
-686.62238537
-121.68137890
-111.13602114
80.70222233
14.83399797
5.70677693

Compliances and
control parameters
cas
cspl
cvp
cavc
cleg
Vumax
βH
τH
Vumin
τR
αR
βR
αH
H max
Rmax

rii unnormalized
ranking
-5553568210.5
-9678967.9527
-1267618.6489
199076.87000
-80397.030148
-14271.305798
9461.6882948
-2306.0704183
2049.0111360
-944.81370705
-88.02218288
14.35293879
-8.18467042
0.15148068
-0.00026246

Table 12: 15 best compliances and control parameter rankings: comparison of ranking with parameter normalization and without any normalization using H, Pas , Pvc data.
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Figure 7: Convergence history for parameter fit for 8 best parameter case as listed in Table 9. The
model is fit to H, Pas , and Pvc data with 15% error in original guess of parameters, and 10% noise
in data.
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Figure 8: Model simulation for the parameter fit of 8 best parameters as listed in Table 9. The top
panel gives model simulations for the 8 parameter model fit to Pas data, the middle panel the fit to
Pvc data, and the bottom panel the fit to H data. In each panel we provide (a) the simulation for
model output for the true parameter set that generated the simulated data, (b) the model output
with the initial parameter guess with 15% error in the guess (darker grey), (c) the model output
with the optimized parameters, and (d) the true model output with 10 % noise (lighter grey).
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Finally we exhibit how SE estimates can corroborate the ordering of the parameters
and the effect of moving up the ordered list of parameters. Table 11 exhibits the top
15 parameters in the ordering of Table 8. SE estimates are given for the case of 15,
10, and finally the top 8 in the list of Table 8. This table indicates the improvement
in SE as we move up the ordered list and is consistent with the accuracy of the
parameter estimation obtained for the top 8 parameters as exhibited in the results
of Table 9.
Normalization
Table 12 compares the impact of normalization. The left two columns reflect the
subset ordering and rii values if only parameters are normalized (and not states),
while the right two columns give the ordering obtained when no normalization is
implemented. These orderings can also be compared to the ordering when normalization of both states and parameters is implemented as is the case in the ordering
exhibited in Table 11. As mentioned in Section 3.1 and Section 3.6, normalization
renders the sensitivities free of units and normalizes changes to relative changes. If
the magnitudes of the parameters to be estimated are widely distributed, then this
may pose challenges for the estimation process and, in addition, the subset ordering
may also be affected. This can be seen in Table 12. The ordering of parameters
for the non-normalized case essentially reflects the ordering of the magnitudes of the
parameters themselves so that this ordering is apparently distorted by the wide range
in these magnitudes. In contrast, the ordering when the parameters are normalized
generates the same ordering as for full normalization (parameters and states) with
some minor variations. In particular, for the two normalization formats, the top 8
parameters on both subset lists are the same. For our analysis we implemented full
normalization, but further work is needed to detail the role of normalization and how
it should be integrated with any normalization in the PE process.
5.8. Case 5: control parameters with H, Pas , Pvc data for LBNP and HUT stress
We exhibit the ordering of the control parameters for various forms of clinical tests
of orthostatic intolerance. These tests also induce hypovolemic effects (Section 1).
Figure 9 gives comparisons of the hemodynamic changes that occur with 10 mmHg
LBNP and 35 mmHg LBNP. The LBNP effects are modeled as in Fink (2007) and
Heldt et al. (2002) while the HUT protocol was implemented as in Fink et al. (2004).
In Table 13 the ordering and rii values for the control parameters in simulated tests
of low level (10 mmHg) lower body negative pressure (LBNP), high level (35 mmHg)
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Low LBNP (10 mmHg)
Parameter - rii
max
Vu : -0.20304482
αR : -0.05304404
H max : -0.03681059
αVu : 0.00005528
βR : -0.00002837
αH : -0.00000701
τR : 0.00000155
τH : -0.00000032
∆Rmax : -0.00000000
τVu : -0.00000000
H min : -0.00000000
Vumin : -0.00000000
∆Rmin : -0.00000000
βVu : -0.00000000
βH : 0.00000000
15/15/8 1.2187e+13

High LBNP (35 mmHg)
Parameter - rii
max
Vu : -0.82162446
H max : 0.06725231
αR : -0.02638755
αH : 0.00104556
Vumin : -0.00086645
τR : -0.00037282
τH : -0.00002774
βR : -0.00000834
∆Rmax : -0.00000110
βH : -0.00000056
τVu : 0.00000006
αVu : 0.00000003
∆Rmin : -0.00000001
H min : 0.00000000
βVu : 0.00000000
15/15/8 1.0713e+10

HUT (60 degrees)
Parameter - rii
max
Vu : -0.64480233
H max : 0.05544654
αR : -0.02176512
Vumin : -0.00103542
τR : 0.00035094
αH : -0.00015288
βR : -0.00002086
τH : 0.00001363
∆Rmax : -0.00000186
τVu : -0.00000007
βH : 0.00000006
αVu : 0.00000003
∆Rmin : 0.00000001
H min : -0.00000000
βVu : 0.00000000
15/15/9 6.0583e+09

Table 13: Comparison of ordering of all control parameters with perturbations generated by LBNP
10 mmHg, LBNP 35 mmHg, and HUT protocols.

LBNP, and head up tilt (HUT) of 60 degrees are given. The relative changes in
the partial pressures of Pas and Pvc apparently influence the resultant ordering. In
particular, αVu moves significantly up the list essentially exchanging position with
V umin which may reflect a differentiation between low and high level LBNP control reaction. The magnitudes and ordering of the high LBNP and HUT are very
similar. Table 8 (right column for same data sets) which reflects the hemorrhage
hypovolemic challenge can be compared with Table 13 which represents the clinical
tests of hypovolemic stress to consider the potential impact of the various protocols
on the estimation process. We reiterate that the ordering of parameters is the main
element of the analysis and specific interpretations of the relative magnitudes of the
rii values cannot at this time be made although it is a plausible expectation that
similar levels of perturbation in model output would generate similar characteristics.
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Figure 9: Hemodynamic changes modeled for 10 mmHg LBNP (top panel) and 35 mmHg LBNP
(bottom panel).
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5.9. Case 6: control parameters with H, Pas , Pvc data for complex control of Rs
Finally we consider the change in parameter identifiability when a more complex
control of resistance is included. In this case we assume that the cardiopulmonary
response to changes in Pvc will influence arterial systemic resistance as well as unstressed volume. This is implemented by assuming that the input from the two
baroreflex sensors sites (aortic-carotid and cardiopulmonary) are additive in their
influence (compare for example Cavalcanti et al. (2006)). The form of the control is
illustrated in Figure 10. The expression for the control is given by
∆Rsctrl

:= R

max

−R

min


0.85

βR
αR

PasβR

+

βR
αR

β

+ 0.15

αVVuu
β
(PvcVu

+

β
αVVuu )



+ Rmin

(22)

We use the same parameters of the unstressed volume control which is influenced by
Pvc to implement the additional Pvc influence on resistance. This is done both to allow
comparison based on the same parameter set and also because these parameters are
designed to scale Pvc appropriately. Results are given in Table 14 where we assume
all data types are available. Comparisons can be made between the ordering for the
simpler control structure given in Table 6 and the ordering presented here in Table
14.
• The ordering of parameters for the new control is similar to the simpler control
structure. However a third control parameter for Vu migrates to the top 8
parameters in the list.
• We chose a combination of influence weighting toward the arterial baroreflex
(0.85 to 0.15 in (22)) but parameters could be included so that this weighting could be estimated perhaps by considering the low and high level LBNP
protocols.

6. Discussion and Summary
Detailed discussion has been given for the various cases considered. A few general
observations can be made in summary.
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H, Pas and Pvc data
Parameter - rii value
Vumax : -0.65764255
H max : 0.06166331
αR : -0.01456163
Vumin : -0.00154343
∆Rmax : -0.00038811
αH : -0.00028833
τH : -0.00001735
αVu : 0.00001710
τR : 0.00000314
βH : -0.00000078
βR : 0.00000075
βVu : -0.00000018
τVu : 0.00000006
∆Rmin : 0.00000001
H min : - 0.00000000
15/15/11
1.9051e+08
Table 14: Comparison of ordering of all control parameters with complex control and using all data
types.
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6.1. Model testing
To study control reactions in detail, a model needs to be complex enough to be
able to provide realistic distribution of control effects to various compartments. The
model presented here represents such level of detail but contains over 80 parameters.
For individualized parameter identification, model reduction must be considered as
well as the possibility of reasonably This paper has considered how sensitivity analysis can give information on the potential for identifying various control parameter
combinations given different types of data collected from various experimental tests.
The model is non-pulsatile which already reduces the parameter count (estimation of
pulse pressure can be made from the given model output via algorithms such as given
in Stergiopulos et al. (1996)). Description and references for available experimental
tests, available data, and literature sources for estimates were given in Section 5.1
and Section 5.2.
In the current study we focus on control parameters and compliances. For model
adaption to data from an individual, the other model parameters need to be estimated. Some observations can be made.
• Scaling parameters from literature and from body weight for parameters such as
total compartment volumes or unstressed volumes can be reasonably considered
as can compartment flows.
• Heart and cardiac output parameters might be estimated in ways similar to
those described in Kappel and Peer (1993) where this submodel was proposed.
• Interstitial parameters can be scaled (see Wimmer et al. (2006)). Furthermore,
during low level orthostatic stress, such as low level LBNP, minimal interstitial
exchange occurs. Therefore, these parameters could be ignored initially in an
estimation cycle that used data from a protocol such as low level LBNP or
low degree HUT. After the initial parameter estimation cycle, a second cycle
utilizing a different protocol that triggers interstitial exchange could be used
to estimate the interstitial parameters.
• A significant number of parameters arise from placing constraints on how far
global control of resistance can increase local resistance. These constraints implicitly reflect the fact that autoregulation would block excessive restriction of
flow in each compartment. These constraints might be lifted in mild hemodynamic challenges.
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• As mentioned in Section 5.6, the control system appears overparameterised, so
that a simpler control formulation would improve the estimation problem. It
should, given their roles, be possible to remove some of H min , Rmin , αVu , βVu ,
βH , and βR .
• More intricate optimization schemes can be considered as well as considering
rescaling parameters by natural logarithms for the minimization process. See
for example Pope et al. (2009).
• Using some of these points, a more complete estimation could be attempted.
6.2. Interpretation of sensitivity analysis information
A numerically small L1 or L2 sensitivity norm for a parameter with respect to one
model output carries with it the interpretation that in isolation and locally, error
in estimation of this parameter will not significantly effect model output. Hence
estimation by literature or with measurements with significant absolute error may
be contemplated. Care must be taken to consider the norm being employed.
Subset selection can be done in a number of ways. We considered the QR factorization approach. The ordering of the parameters is relative and when new parameter
subsets are chosen for subset analysis, different ordering can be possible and the
model should be studied across many parameter sets and nominal parameter values.
Subset selection should be considered in terms of normalization of parameters and
perhaps states depending on the spread in the magnitudes of the parameter values,
the difference in model outputs, and the context of the PE approach.
By considering various combinations and subsets of parameters, parameter dependencies (in terms of the estimation process not in terms of global structural identifiability) can be explored as discussed in Case 1. Also, naturally, it is not reasonable
to consider estimation if the norm sensitivity is extremely small, independent of its
order in the subset ranking. In fact, dependencies between an insensitive parameter
and others may allow for a higher ranking of the insensitive parameter.
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Appendix
A.1. The Model
The current model consists of 20 ordinary differential equations representing the
states of the system:
d
d
d as
1
Pas =
(Qℓ − (Finper + Finup + Finren + Finspl + Finleg ) + cas Pbias
− kVasu Vu ) − dVHem
dt
cas
dt
dt
(A-1)
1
d per
d
d
per
(Finper − Fout
+ cper Pbias
Pper =
− kVperu Vu ) + dVInj − dV dVPI
(A-2)
dt
cper
dt
dt
d
d up
d
1
up
Pup =
(Finup − Fout
+ cup Pbias
− kVupu Vu )
(A-3)
dt
cup
dt
dt
1
d ren
d
d
ren
+ cren Pbias
Pren =
(Finren − Fout
− kVrenu Vu )
(A-4)
dt
cren
dt
dt
d
d spl
d
1
spl
Pspl =
(Finspl − Fout
+ cspl Pbias
− kVsplu Vu )
(A-5)
dt
cspl
dt
dt
1
d leg
d
d
leg
Pleg =
− kVlegu Vu )
(A-6)
(Finleg − Fout
+ cleg Pbias
dt
cleg
dt
dt
d
d vc
1
d
per
up
Pvc =
(F avc + Fout
+ Fout
− Qr + cvc Pbias
− kVvcu Vu )
(A-7)
dt
cvc
dt
dt
d
1
d vp
d
Pvp =
(F pul − Qℓ + cvp Pbias
− kVvpu Vu )
(A-8)
dt
cvp
dt
dt
d
d
d avc
1
spl
leg
ren
Pavc =
(Fout
+ Fout
+ Fout
− F avc + cavc Pbias
− kVavcu Vu )
(A-9)
dt
cavc
dt
dt
d
Sℓ = σℓ
(A-10)
dt
d
Sr = σr
(A-11)
dt
d
σℓ = −γℓ σℓ − αℓ Sℓ + βℓ H
(A-12)
dt
d
σr = −γr σr − αr Sr + βr H
(A-13)
dt
d
1
Vu =
(−Vu + Vuctrl )
(A-14)
dt
τV u
d
1
∆Rs = (−∆Rs + ∆Rsctrl )
(A-15)
dt
τR
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d
1
H=
(−H + H ctrl )
dt
τH
d
Vblood
dt
d
VRBC
dt
d
mP
dt
d
VI
dt

(A-16)
(A-17)

= dVInj − dVPI − dVHem
VRBC
dVHem
Vblood
VRBC
= kProt,Inj dVInj − cP (1 −
)dVHem
Vblood
= kRBC,Inj dVInj −

(A-18)
(A-19)
(A-20)

= dVPI

Equations (A1)-(A9) are the compartment mass balance equations, while equations
(A10)-(A13) represent the submodel relating heart contractility S to heart rate H
reflecting the Bowditch effect and implicitly the sympathetic influence on H and
S (Kappel and Peer (1993)). Equations (A14)-(A16) are controls and (A17)-(A20)
represent the interstitial fluid exchange submodel (Wimmer et al. (2006)).
A.2. The Flows
Blood flows are derived employing the equivalent of Ohm’s law which includes pressure difference between neighboring vascular compartments. These pressures are
states in the differential equations. The model expressions for flow incorporate the
potential for variation in resistance based on global controls. The relations for the
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various flows between compartments are:
Finper =
per
Fout

Finup

Pas − Pper
d 0per,in
min(R

+ κper ∆Rs , Cper R0per,in )
Pper − Pvc
)
= max(0,
d
R0per,out
Pas − Pup
=
up,in
d
−min(−R
− κup ∆Rs , Cup R0up,in )
0

up
Fout
= max(0,
d

Finren =
ren
Fout

Finspl

d 0ren,in + κren ∆Rs , Cren R0ren,in )
min(R
Pren − Pavc
)
= max(0,
d
R0ren,out
Pas − Pspl
=
d 0spl,in + κspl ∆Rs , Cspl R0spl,in )
min(R

spl
Fout
= max(0,
d

Finleg =

leg
Fout

F avc
F pul

Pup − Pvc
)
R0up,out
Pas − Pren

Pspl − Pavc

)
R0spl,out
Pas − Pleg

d 0leg,in + κleg ∆Rs , Cleg R0leg,in )
min(R
Pleg − Pavc
)
= max(0,
d
R0leg,out
Pavc − Pvc
= max(0,
d
)
Ravc
Pap − Pvp
.
=
Rp

Expressions involving min set maximal thresholds above which a resistance cannot
be increased (metabolic constraint). The factors involving max represent action of
venous valves to determine one way venous flow.
Pulmonary arterial pressure Pap is derived via other compartment volumes from the
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assumption of constant total blood volume (at a given point in time):
Pap =

1
as
(Vblood − (Vu (0) + ∆Vu ) − cas (Pas − Pbias
)
cap
per
up
ren
)
− cper (Pper − Pbias
) − cup (Pup − Pbias
) − cren (Pren − Pbias
spl
leg
vc
− cspl (Pspl − Pbias
) − cleg (Pleg − Pbias
) − cvc (Pvc − Pbias
)
vp
ap
avc
− cvp (Pvp − Pbias ) − cavc (Pavc − Pbias )) + Pbias ,

d p) is used to smooth the minimum function:
The following expression min(s,
while


d p) := 0.5(s + p) − 0.5 (p − s)2 + 0.01 1/2 ,
min(s,
d
max(s,
d p) := −min(−s,
−p).

A.3. The Controls

The terms Vuctrl , Rctrl , H ctrl on the right hand sides of V˙u , Ṙ, Ḣ are given by the
following equations:
Vuctrl

:=

Vumin

−

Vumax



H ctrl := H max − H min
∆Rsctrl := Rmax − Rmin

β

αVVuu
β
PvcVu





+

β
αVVuu

βH
αH

PasβH

+

βH
αH

βR
αR

PasβR

+

βR
αR

+ Vumax ,
+ H min ,

+ Rmin .

A.4. Cardiac Auxiliaries
The (mean) cardiac output Q of a given ventricle (left and right ventricular output
denoted by Qℓ and Qr , respectively) is the product of stroke volume Vstr for the
ventricle and heart rate H. The following representations for Qℓ and Qr are derived
in Kappel and Peer (1993). The expressions for left and right Vstr are derived using
the Frank-Starling law incorporating ventricular contractility S dependent on H as
mentioned in the above description of the state equations with left ventricle contractility Sℓ and right ventricle contractility Sr given as model states. The expression for
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Vstr depends on preload pressure (Pvc or Pvp ), afterload pressure (Pas or Pap ), and
time of diastole td . The auxiliary equations describing heart function are given as:



d
cℓ Pvp (t)min Sℓ (t), Pas (t) 1 − kℓ


 ,

Qℓ (t) = H
d Sℓ (t), Pas (t) kℓ
Pas (t) 1 − kℓ + min



d Sr (t), Pap (t) 1 − kr
cr Pvc (t)min



 ,
Qr (t) = H
d Sr (t), Pap (t) kr
Pap (t) 1 − kr + min
where

kℓ = exp(−td /(Rℓ cℓ )) and kr = exp(−td /(Rr cr ))
 1/2
60
60
td =
−κ
.
H
H
The expression for td is derived from Bazett’s formula Bazett (1920).
A.5. Fluid Auxiliaries
The fluid auxiliaries are discussed in greater detail in Fink et al. (2006). These expressions describe changes in blood volume Vblood based on exchange with interstitial
volume VI (interstitial-vascular fluid exchange), or as the result of changes due to
hemorrhage dVHem or transfusion dVInj . The latter two quantities are described by
straight forward representations of fluid loss or fluid injection while the expression
for the change in fluid due to interstitial exchange dVPI incorporates mechanisms
describing the osmotic (π)and hydrostatic (p) forces (Starling forces) involved in
fluid exchange between the interstitial and vascular compartments. State values for
blood protein mP , red blood cells VRBC , and an expression for lymph flow QLymph
are included in these relations. The expressions are as follows:
(
bloss if t ∈ [tloss,1 , tloss,2 ]
dVHem =
0
else
(
cinj · cinf if t ∈ [tinj,1 , tinj,2 ]
dVInj =
0
else
dVPI = Kf (pC − pI − πP + πI + pOffset ) − QLymph ,
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with
pI = aVI + b/(VI + c)
pC = d(Vblood + e)f
πP = k1 cP + k2 c2P + k3 c3P
πI = k1 cI + k2 c2I + k3 c3I
QLymph = g tanh(hpI ) + j,
and
VP = Vblood − VRBC ,

cP = mP /VP ,

cI = mI /VI ,

where cP and cI are concentrations with VP plasma volume, VI interstitial volume,
and m protein mass.
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Variable

Meaning

Unit

Pas
Pvc

Pressure in the arterial systemic compartment
Pressure in the venous systemic (or vena cava)
compartment
Pressure in the arterial pulmonary compartment
Pressure in the venous pulmonary compartment
Pressure in the upper body tissue compartment
Pressure in the renal compartment
Pressure in the splanchnic body tissue compartment
Pressure in the lower body tissue compartment
Pressure in the abdominal vena cava
Pressure in the peripheral (skin) compartment
Contractility of the left ventricle
Contractility of the right ventricle
Peripheral resistance in the systemic circuit
Heart rate

mmHg
mmHg

Pap
Pvp
Pup
Pren
Pspl
Pleg
Pavc
Pper
Sℓ
Sr
Rs
H
Vu
Vstr,ℓ
Vstr,r
Vdiast,ℓ
Vdiast,r
Vsyst,ℓ
Vsyst,r
Qℓ
Qr

Unstressed blood volume
Stroke volume of the left ventricle
Stroke volume of the right ventricle
End-diastolic volume of the left ventricle
End-diastolic volume of the right ventricle
End-systolic volume of the left ventricle
End-systolic volume of the right ventricle
Cardiac output of the left ventricle
Cardiac output of the right ventricle

mmHg
mmHg
mmHg
mmHg
mmHg
mmHg
mmHg
mmHg
mmHg
mmHg
mmHg min/liter
min−1
liter
liter
liter
liter
liter
liter
liter
liter/min
liter/min

Table 15: The state variables and other variables related to the vascular submodel.
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Variable
Vblood
VRBC
VI
VP
dVPI
dVInj
dVHem
QLymph
Hct
π
p
mP

Meaning
total volume of blood
Volume of red blood cells
Interstitial fluid volume
Plasma volume
Interstitial to plasma flow rate
Transfusion flow rate
Hemorrhage flow rate
Lymph fluid flow
Hematocrit
Colloidal pressure
fluid pressure
Protein mass

Unit
liters
liters
liters
liters
liters/minute
liters/minute
liters/minute
liters/minute
%
mmHg
mmHg
liters

Table 16: The state variables and other variables of the fluid exchange submodel.

Parameter

Meaning

Units

cas
cvc
cavc
cap
cvp
cleg
cspl
cper
cren
cup
cℓ
cr
Rp
Rℓ
Rr
κ

Compliance of the arterial systemic compartment
Compliance of the vena cava compartment
Compliance of the abdominal vena cava compartment
Compliance of the arterial pulmonary compartment
Compliance of the venous pulmonary compartment
Compliance of the lower body tissue compartment
Compliance of the splanchnic compartment
Compliance of the peripheral compartment
Compliance of the renal compartment
Compliance of the upper body tissue compartment
Compliance of the relaxed left ventricle
Compliance of the relaxed right ventricle
Resistance in the peripheral region of the pulmonary circuit
Inflow resistance of the left ventricle
Inflow resistance of the right ventricle
Coefficient in Bazett’s formula
Compartment i proportion of total unstressed volume or
total change in resistance
Compartment i maximal proportional increase in normal
compartment resistance

liter/mmHg
liter/mmHg
liter/mmHg
liter/mmHg
liter/mmHg
liter/mmHg
liter/mmHg
liter/mmHg
liter/mmHg
liter/mmHg
liter/mmHg
liter/mmHg
mmHg min/liter
mmHg min/liter
mmHg min/liter
min1/2
scaling factor

κcompi
Ccompi

scaling factor

Table 17: Compliance and miscellaneous parameters of the basic model.
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State Variable
Value
Pas
87.43
Pper
11.851
Pup
11.470
Pren
14.393
Pspl
13.718
Pleg
14.663
Pvc
7.1835
Pvp
9.813
Pavc
7.943
Sℓ
63.718
σℓ
0.000
Sr
4.858
σr
0.000
Vu
3.3807
∆Rs
-29.000
H
82.967
∆c
0.000
Vblood
5.495
VRBC
2.200
mP
210.000
VI
16.900
Table 18: Initial values of the state variables
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State
Variable
Pas
Pper
Pup
Pren
Pspl
Pleg
Pvc
Pvp
Pavc
Sℓ
σℓ
Sr
σr
Vu
∆Rs
H
∆c
Vblood
VRBC
mP
VI

Value no
hemorrhage
87.3585
11.7171
11.3621
14.1826
13.4808
14.4905
7.0608
9.7184
7.8108
63.74
0.0
4.8598
0.0
3.409
-27.278
82.99
0
5.4947
2.2
210.0
16.9053

Value
hemorrhage
81.550
6.524
7.806
7.008
5.919
7.337
2.977
5.781
3.316
66.040
-0.191
5.034
-0.014
3.137
164.983
85.302
0.000
4.232
1.640
156.571
16.768

Table 19: Final values of simulation of the state variables with nominal parameters
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Parameter
Value
κ
0.500
αℓ
89.470
αr
28.460
βℓ
68.712
βr
1.664
γℓ
37.330
γr
11.880
cℓ
0.01289
cr
0.06077
Rℓ
11.350
Rr
4.158
Table 20: Cardiovascular parameters
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Parameter
per
Rin,0
up
Rin,0
ren
Rin,0
spl
Rin,0
leg
Rin,0
per
Rout,0
up
Rout,0
ren
Rout,0
spl
Rout,0
leg
Rout,0
Ravc
Rp
Cas
Cper
Cup
Cren
Cspl
Cleg
Cvc
Cvp
Cavc
Cap
κas
κper
κup
κren
κspl
κleg
κvc
κvp
κavc
κap

Value
65.000
65.000
68.333
50.000
60.000
3.833
3.833
5.000
3.000
5.000
0.167
1.965
0.000
1.500
-0.900
1.500
1.800
1.700
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.100
-0.100
0.400
0.400
0.200
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

comp
etc.) and resistance parameters. These are
Table 21: Initial values for the resistances (i.e, Rin,0
scaling factors and carry no units.
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Parameter Value
Vuas
0.715
per
Vu
0.050
Vuup
0.650
ren
Vu
0.150
spl
Vu
1.300
Vuleg
0.350
vc
Vu
0.085
vp
Vu
0.490
Vuavc
0.250
ap
Vu
0.090
kVasu
0.000
per
kVu
0.000
up
kVu
0.000
kVren
0.103
u
spl
kVu
0.897
leg
kVu
0.000
vc
kVu
0.000
kVvpu
0.000
avc
kVu
0.000
kVapu
0.000
Table 22: Initial values for the unstressed volumes and distribution of Vu

Parameter Value
cas
0.002
cper
0.008
cup
0.008
cren
0.015
cspl
0.055
cleg
0.019
cvc
0.017
cvp
0.0084
cavc
0.025
cap
0.0043
Table 23: Initial values for the compliances
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Parameter
Value
mI
210.000
Kf
0.0057
a
0.050
b
-17.500
c
-6.500
d
0.800
e
-1.200
f
1.500
g
0.020
h
0.630
j
0.020
k1
0.210
k2
0.002
k3
9E-6
pOffset
13.200
Table 24: Parameters for the fluid model

Parameter
Value
Vumax
3.400
H max
105.000
∆Rmax
600.000
Vumin
2.530
min
H
50.000
min
∆R
-800.000
αVu
5.000
αH
100.000
αR
90.000
βVu
7.000
βH
3.000
βR
7.000
τVu
30.0
τH
1.0
τR
2.0
Table 25: Control parameters
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Parameter Value
t
30.000
bloss
1.400
tloss, 1
2.000
tloss, 2
3.000
cinj
0.050
tinj, 1
37.000
tinj, 2
17.000
cinf
0.000
kRBC,Inj
0.000
kProt,Inj
0.000
Table 26: Treatment parameters
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